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Dual language books stocked at BBfS – recommended for younger children  

Cover  Synopsis  Details   

 

Bright and eye-catching artwork featuring lots of 

favourite animals make this rhythmic story the 

perfect introduction to looking at, and learning 

about, colours. Another classic by the author of 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar, recommended for 

children aged two to five.  

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do 
You See?  
E Carle  
Price: £7.50 ISBNs:  
Arabic 9781844441167  
Portuguese 9781844441594  
Turkish 9781844441273  
Urdu 9781844441280  

  

Augustus the tiger was sad. He had lost his smile. 

So he did a HUGE stretch, and set off to find it. He 

passes shiny insects, birds, mountains, fish and 

gets caught up in a rainstorm before he finally 

finds it where he least expected. A beautiful story 

for ages four to seven.  

Augustus and His Smile  

C Rayner Price: 
£7.50 ISBNs:   
Arabic 9781846111693  

Polish 9781846113574  

Portuguese 9781846111877  

Spanish 9781846111983  

Turkish 9781846112034   

Urdu 9781846112096  

 

A large, happy family set off on a bear hunt, 

through the swishy-swashy grass, icky-sticky mud 

and through a spooky cave. No-one’s scared – at 

least until they come across a bear! A story full of 

fun, actions and sound effects that children aged 

two to five will love joining in with.   

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt  

M Rosen 
Price: £7.50 
ISBNs:  
Arabic 9781852697075  

Portuguese 9781852697150  

Turkish 9781852697204  

Urdu 9781852697211  

  

With her mother’s hijaab, a little Muslim girl can 

pretend to be anything from a warrior queen to an 

adventurous nomad in the desert. An imaginative 

book recommended for children aged four to 

eight.  

The Swirling Hijaab  

N Bint Robert Price: 
£7.50 ISBNs:   
Arabic 9781852691196   

Polish 9781844445585  

Portuguese 9781852691790  

Spanish 9781852691820  

Turkish 9781852691899   

Urdu 9781852691431  
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Duck lives with a very lazy farmer, and all day long 
he does what he can to keep the farm running 
while the farmer lies in bed. The other animals 
decide they’ve had enough and decide to take 
action! A moral tale for younger children.  

  

Farmer Duck  

M Waddell 
Price: £7.50 
ISBNs:   
Arabic 9781846110351  

Polish 9781846110535  

Portuguese 9781846110542  

Spanish 9781846110603  

Turkish 9781846110641  

Urdu 9781846110665  
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Dual language books stocked at BBfS - recommended for older children  

Cover  Synopsis  Details   

  

A selection of stories involving a sly fox. Fox invites 
Crane to tea but gives her a flat dish so she can't 
eat any food. When it is Crane's turn to invite Fox, 
what dish will she use? In another tale, Tiger thinks 
he is the king of the jungle, but can Fox fool him to 
save his own skin? Recommended for ages 5 to 11.  

  

Fox Fables  
D Casey Price: 
£7.50 ISBNs:  
Arabic 9781846110016   
Polish 9781846110191  
Portuguese 9781846110207  
Spanish 9781846110252  
Turkish 9781846110306  
Urdu 9781846110313  

  

Little Red Riding Hood has ten cookies to take to 

her dad. On the way she meets some familiar (and 

hungry) characters, including Rapunzel, the Three 

Bears, and Three Billy Goats Gruff and a wolf! Will 

there be any cookies left for her dad? A clever story 

that links with famous fairy tales and also works as 

a maths counting book. Recommended for ages 

five to nine.  

Not Again, Red Riding Hood!  
K Clynes  
Price: £7.50 ISBNs:   
Arabic 9781852699581  
Polish 9781852699147  
Portuguese 9781852699192  
Spanish 9781852699390  
Turkish 9781852699499  
Urdu 9781852699543  
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Mimi misses her grandma. Every day something 
reminds her of grandma's special Saturday soup 
and the tales her grandma tells. Wonderful details 
about life in Jamaica and a recipe for a delicious 
soup are accompanied by vivid illustrations.  
Recommended for ages five to nine.  

Grandma’s Saturday Soup  
S Fraser  
Price: £7.50 ISBNs:   
Arabic 9781844449262   
Polish 9781844449408  
Portuguese 9781844449415  
Spanish 9781844449453  
Turkish 9781844449477   
Urdu 9781844449491  

  

Poor Lima has crunched into a big, shiny, red hot 

chilli and now she is suffering! Who can come to 

her rescue and help calm down the fire in her 

mouth? Will Mum, Dad, Aunt or Granddad have 

the solution? An exciting story recommended for 

children aged five to nine.  

Lima’s Red Hot Chilli  

D Mills  

Price: £7.50 ISBNs:   
Arabic 9781852694203   

Polish 9781844448722  

Portuguese 9781852694241  

Turkish 9781852694265  

Urdu 9781852694272  

  

A man sets out on a perilous journey to rescue his 
beautiful bride from the evil Crow King. What 
strength and courage does this mere mortal need 
to overthrow the merciless demon? A timeless 
fable of the fight between good and evil. Stunning 
artwork and a powerful story bring this Korean 
classic to life.  
Recommended for ages 7 to 11.  

The Crow King  
J Lee Price: 
£7.50 ISBNs:   
Arabic 9781844448968  
Portuguese 9781844449118  
Spanish 9781844449163  
Turkish 9781844449194  
Urdu 9781844449217  

 

 

 

 

 

 


